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>Dynamic fighting system, based on real time >Unblock, link, and combo special attacks >Artistic and complex battle scenes >Personal growth system where you play the game according to
your play style >Unlimited weapon and armor customization >Community where you can network and communicate with other players >Engaging story where you fight to uncover the truth
behind the missing world in the Lands Between This is the first ARPG from Aquria! Who are we? E-Pollution, a team of young researchers who delve into virtual reality. We made a game called
Tower of Eternity, which was successfully released in 2016, and gained a large following for its interesting gameplay and many beautiful backgrounds. After that, we expanded into the field of
ARPG and created Tarnished, a game that follows in the footsteps of ARPG classic titles like Diablo and Galeras. In Tarnished, players fight alongside a dark knight that has lost everything on
their journey to find a means of salvation. The player will face hundreds of powerful enemies across the land while striving to help the knight discover their meaning in life. The game uses state-
of-the-art artificial intelligence (AI) and deep learning, meaning all characters interact with the player in a fully immersive 3D environment. The action is simply non-stop, with no loading
screens. The battle scenes draw heavily upon various aspects of Japanese mythology. Most bosses come in pairs, which can be separately fought or linked together to form a larger, powerful
enemy. In Tower of Eternity, players participated in repeated fights against the same enemies, whereas in Tarnished, you can fight new enemies in each battle. In the battlefield, player can also
link attack flows by clashing weapons and armor, or link two attacks at the same time to launch a combo. This is the first ARPG from Aquria! Who are we? E-Pollution, a team of young
researchers who delve into virtual reality. We made a game called Tower of Eternity, which was successfully released in 2016, and gained a large following for its interesting gameplay and
many beautiful backgrounds. After that, we expanded into the field of ARPG and created Tarnished, a game that follows in the footsteps of ARPG classic titles like Diablo and Galeras. In
Tarnished, players fight alongside a dark knight that has lost everything on their journey to find a means of salvation. The player will face hundreds of

Elden Ring Features Key:
 Aion Online: Rise, a refreshing action adventure game set in a vast fantasy world.
 A Unique Online System that combines the asynchronous online element with a sizeable persistent world.
 A Compendium System that can turn into an exciting side-scrolling exploration game when you take advantage of the items in your bag.
 A Mind-Blowing All-Around Graphics Style that features distinctive characters and detailed environments.
 An Uncharted Story, Full of Drama, Suspense, and Ambiguity.

The audience is “men on a mission,” and in “nonstop battles.” The gameplay is “action packed,” “challenging and fun,” and the story is “thrilling.” To summarize the series, “Smash With Sword: Rise” is a new kind of fantasy RPG that will allow you to ride the thrilling action adventure and drama of “Aion Online” and “Rise” together.
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“In MMO’s you kind of get used to the new and different things, but every time I play VN’s I’m scared to death. This isn’t scary at all.” – CROSSOVERALL “…I’m now
approaching the final days of 2009, and I absolutely loved the game. I’ll most likely end up getting it for Christmas.” – CROSSOVERALL “…It’s like a real RPG, but instead of
having to defeat monsters using your sword or bow you just learn different spells.” – CROSSOVERALL “…I’ve said before that Nippon Ichi USA is the best RPG developer in the
world…I have yet to see a game as good as this at any other RPG developer in the history of gaming.” – CROSSOVERALL “…It’s not just a ‘Ikemochi’ game, there are strong
storytelling, it has a healthy dose of comedy, and unlike most other RPGs it’s actually easy to understand.” – CROSSOVERALL “…I really like how the story’s focused on the
characters. The music is pleasant and there is a lot of humor.” – CROSSOVERALL “…The one thing I loved about this game is it honestly wasn’t boring, it just had a great
flow.” – CROSSOVERALL “…At first it’s like a Dragon Quest game, then it’s like an older Final Fantasy, and then it becomes like an MMO.” – CROSSOVERALL “…It isn’t an easy
game by any means, but it didn’t hinder my enjoyment in the slightest.” – CROSSOVERALL “…It’s the stuff of legends and I wish I could see more like it.” – CROSSOVERALL
“…It’s got one of the most interesting stories I’ve ever heard, and it is incredibly well-written.” – CROSSOVERALL “…I find the humor in the game to be really funny and
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Build your own character: Fable3: Strategy SICK BELLs game: FABLE III strives to take the genre of fantasy action role-playing games (FARPGs) to the next level with a new
game engine, a completely new open world, and a sandbox-style design. Players can now experience freedom in their choice of tactics, allowing them to create unique
characters and play the way they want. The result is a finely tuned combat system in which users can choose from a collection of over 100 weapons, armor, and gear items
(effectively allowing a character to have an infinite number of combinations). The core of the game is built on a new RPG engine powered by the Unreal Engine 3 and
optimized for the PS3, but the game is comprised of a number of different systems and elements, all of which support the new mechanics and gameplay. The primary systems
include: • Avatar – The playable character • Equipment – A wide selection of weapons, armor, and gear that can be equipped on your character • Party – An ideal formation for
combat • Character advancement – Distinguishes the character from others • Character movement – A fundamental gameplay mechanic that allows for large amounts of
freedom of movement • Characters – A range of distinct characters • Character leveling – A vital system in game progression that unlocks new weapons and gear, changing
the way a character plays and interacts with the world However, the game’s combat system is in fact its most unique element, with fully customizable fights that are unlike
anything seen before in an FARPG. Stunts, block, parry, and evade are just some of the various maneuvers that allow players to counter any attack, utilize their party to
secure key blocks, and even sneak attack. The game also features a wide variety of combat features that allow for the creation of combat strategies, resulting in fast paced
action and epic fights. Various elements in the game are classified as “items” or “equipment.” Items can be combined to form equipment sets. These sets include various
combinations of each item and can be equipped to create a single character. Each item can have various attributes, such as damage potential, a maximum number of uses, or
a minimum number of uses. By changing the order and combining different sets of equipment

What's new:

CREATE YOUR OWN CHARACTER

The fantasy RPG experience that originally comes from Ultima, Legend of Dragoon, and Dark Cloud will be reborn with many new features for enhanced playability. • Customize your Character From the face to the hair
style, increase your character's powers and customize your own character identity.
• From face to hair, customize your character with many face styles
• Make the most of each and every member with S.I.M.
• Change your character's physical attributes
• New Job Develop your character as you progress and create your own special job.
• Magic Use various special skills to develop your character.
• Battle Monsters appear on the screen with your battle method, and you step in to handle the situation. • Upcoming Features Please look forward to part two of “Guest Character” and “Account Distribution”, as well as
the following updates and changes.  We are eager to hear your opinions on such features as well.
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